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ABSTRACT

We construct a Lagrangian density which is manifestly invariant under

the orthosympleetie gauge group OSFCl;1*) ana under general co-ordinate trans-

formations. This le done by the use of two multiplets, the symmetric and

antisymmetric representations of OSP(l;lt). We present the general features

of 0SP(m;2n) and in particular its irreducible representations. The absence

of OBP(l;lt) symmetry from the ground state implements that one of the scalar

fields, which-is an element of the symmetric multiplet, has a non-vanishing

vacuum expectation value. A shift in the fields reveals the physical spectrum

of our Lagrangian.

Two Goldstone fields are present, a vector and a spinor,corresponding

to the breakdown of OSP(1;M to the Lorentz group.

The full lagrangian contains a graviton, a massive spin-£- field and

two massive scalar fields. The generalization to 0SP(2;l*) is immediate.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Ever since the siipergravity theory was formulated! 1 ] , tne need to relate

it to a group-theoretical structure was realized. However, the equations of

motion were used in the first place to prove the closure of the algebra of the

transformation laws for the gauge fields [2] and secondly to verify the

invariance of the action when local supersymmetry is considered as the gauge

group [3].

In a different attempt, the gauge group was extended to the ortho-

syaplectic group [U] in the unpublished work of the author [5] and in the

later work of MacDoweUand Mansouri [6], whose essential results are contained

in Ref. 5 . Yet this approach,besides being unsatisfactory (through using

equations of motion), must be verified at every step by long and tedious

calculation.

The intention of this paper is to extend the Weyl symmetry to the

local graded orthosymplectie gauge group OSP(l;U),while leaving the Einstein-

group unchanged,and to present a manifestly invariant action for it. Our

approach differs from others by making use of two multiplets : the symmetric

and antisymmetric representations of OSP(l;l*), the latter multiplet being

the gauge potentials. To show our motivation for taking the orthosymplectie

group as the extended symmetry we present the following points.

First of all the local SL(2,C) [7] of W<«yl is successful only because

it is spontaneously broken, otherwise its unitary representation would req,uire

infinite-dimensional multiplets. As it happens, the Lorentz subgroup ot the

Einstein transformations is also broken; only the simultaneous application

of the (global) Einstein and Weyl type Lorentz transformations leave the

vacuum state unchanged. This particular subgroup is realized by unitary

representations vhose infinite dimensionality is associated with momentum

variables. Formally, the global Weyl transformations are generated by the

spin tensor £ , while the global Einstein transformations are generated

by the Lorentz rotations L , and the translation operator P . They

satisfy the usual rules

= I ,

= L , [L,P] P , [P.P]

and,since the two groups are independent,

[E.L] = [E.P] = 0 .
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The vacuum symmetry is generated by

V
and

One possibility is to enlarge one or both of the gauge groups in such a way

that the vacuum symmetry is enlarged by the supertranslations generated by

S [8], which satisfy

EV Pu ]

and above all

This last requirement clearly implies, in this case, the need for more

than an extension to the Weyl symmetry, since P comes entirely from the

Einstein side. The supertranslation generator S involves » — ; in

this it is qualitatively different from the Weyl generators Z •

Here we are not going to consider thts approach. Instead we shall

merely extend the Weyl symmetry to the internal orthosymplectic symmetry vhich

will be spontaneously broken to the Lorentz group.

The plan.of the paper is as follows. In Sec.II the general features

of the orthosymplectic group QSP(m;2n) and in particular of OSP(l;l() are

introduced. In Sec.Ill the various fields are presented and the action of

the group on them defined. A Lagrangian density manifestly invariant under

the Einstein group and local OSP(l;l*) gauge transformations is constructed

from two multiplets: the gauge potentials $ and the matrix C . These

are, respectively, the antisymmetric and symmetric irreducible representations

of OSP(l;U) and given by

and
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We choose C to be a pseudo^mstrix, i .e . tr is a pseudo-scalar <

scalar, ]/^ a vector and \ a pseudo-spinor.

We show that by giving the matrix C an expectation value

(this form will be proved) and making a shift to the matrix of zero expectation,

the resulting Lagrangian contains, besides the supergravity action [ l ] , a sum

of cosmological terms and a spin-^-mass term.

In Sec.IV we choose to vork in the unitary gauge in vhich the tvo

Goldstone fields, a vector and a spinor,are gauged away to zero. We then

write the Lagrangian in component form. In Sec.V we prove that the values

represent an extremum of the action with respect to small variations. At this

minimum the sum of the cosmological terms is zero, showing that we can

consistently quantize in a Hinkowski background.

A study of the bilinear Lagrangian reveals that <p and IT are two

massive scalar fields.

To summarize, the absence of OSF(l;l+) symmetry in the ground state

and the supersymmetric Eiggs effect make our Lagrangian describe gravity and

massive spin-r- in the presence of tvo massive scalar fields.



II. THE ORTHOSYMPLECTIC GROUPS

The orthosympleetic groups are defined in Ref. k . Here we shall

review some of their properties and find the irreducible representations.

Consider the linear space {z } comprising m commuting co-ordinates

(2.1)

and 2n anticonmuting ones zm z n . Define the bilinear farm,

vhere the matrix n ^ has the symmetry of z z , i.e.

where

0 for A = 1,...,m ,

1 for A = m+1,...,m+2n

(2.2)

(2.3)

It is convenient -,-<w occasion to label the co-ordinates distinctively,

according to whether they commute or anticommute,

a = 1,...,m; a = m+1,...,m+2n (2.10

The matrix rLn I s assumed to have an inverse and this means, in particular,

that the number of odd co-ordinates, z , must 'be even.

The orthosyrapleetic group 0SF(ia;2n} is defined as the set of linear

transformations which leaves (z ,z ' ) invariant. I t s ordinary subgroup i s

0(m) x SF(2n) [k].

Consider the infinitesimal transformations,

-z (0,B -

The invariance of (z,z') requires OJ to satisfy some constraints,

(2.5)

<S(z,z')
AH

a'B + zA

V V (2.6)
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where we have assumed that w. has the same anticommutst.ivl't.y properties
A B ,as z z , i.e.

'B

For the consistency of this simple prescription it is necessary to assume

that TI has a block diagonal form. In fact we shall take

(2.7)

where n ^ is strictly diagonal emd equal to a square root of the unit matrix

and C . is an antisymmetric root of the unit matrix.

The inverse matrix

(2.8)

satisfies

.AB - A BA
(2.9)

The constraints (2.6) restrict the components such that

D _ / \l+b+a"b A BD

or

(2.10)

(2.11-)

The submatrices («n) and (IDC) , are, respectively, antisymmetric ana

symmetric. They belong to the subalgebra 0(m) x SP(2n). The 2nn anti-

commuting parameters provide the graded extension. The successive

application of two of the transformations (2.5) gives
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and their commutator defines the graded algetra

In any representation of the algeDra.

we must have

Suppose that the representation is linear,

then {2.12) takeB the form

(2.12)

12,13}

f

The gemrators are easily realized in terms of differential operators.

Suppose for the functions f(z)

6 f

then

Q A
B r

,1+a+aD B 3f
[2.15)

The number of independent parameters in 0SP(m;2n) is the sum of rm(m-l) due

to 0(m), n(2n+l) due to 3P(2n) and m(2n) due to grading. Thus OSP(l;lt)

has lit, OSF(2;lt) has 19 and OSF(lt;lt) has 32 parameters.

-7-

The tensor <|>, , a representation of 0SP(m;2n), transforms like

(£.16)

and includes three distinct irreduciole representations. First, notice that

, .,a „ A , -ia C , A' , ,a . C A „

so that the trace

is invariant.

Define the tensor

(-1)
a , A . a , a

(2.17}

nCB

then

C 4 + ( i ) a ^ + d ) D

(2.18)

(2.19)

on using (2.ll*}. From this we can separate two irreducible tensors,

+ fj«»

vith respective dimensionalities

f t 9

C2.2O15)

(,2.20c)

' f



The latter is evidently the adjoint representation. Specializing to

CSP(1;U), we find

h t con Jib**)

ft r* tut •* ,« .* I' , YJ ^

and

= o

L2.21a)

The spinors used here are Majoi-aca.

I I I . AH 0SP(l;10 GAUGE INVABIABT LAGRAKGIAH

Althoijgh. we shal l be concerned only with the gauge f ie ld part of

the system, i t is useful to introduce the matter multlplet ty which t rans-

forms under the action of the full symmetry group according to

fl'GO C3.1)

where JiCx] is expressed by

(3.2)

The gauge potentials for local OSPdj1*) are:

(3.3)

where

(3.10

K heing the gravitational coupling used to give the fields in (3-3) the

right dimensions. The covariant derivative is defined by

C3.5)

such that V t|i transforms in the same manner aa ty i t se l f , i . e .

Thus, the gauge potentials transform according to

C3.6)

The matrix C, the symmetric representation of OSP(l;4) i s of the fora (2.21),

C3.7)

Also, since

we may define

c n C3.8)

C3.9)
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which vi l l transform as

(3.10)

The field strengths of the gauge potentials * are defined "by

How we are ready to construct a gauge-invariant Lagrangian density for

4 and C , which is also invariant under general co-ordinate transformations.

The use of the matrix C is the main difference from the usual Yang-Mills

theory. We would not explicitly use a metric tensor in the Lagrangian
2)

because, although i t . can be defined , i t is not invariant under the group
action. This would limit us to an almost unique invariant Lagrangian density

(apart from using different powers of the matrix C ) . This is given by

where

• i - XfkwJM /

(3.11)

(.3.12)

(3.16}

The factor Tr(C ) in the second term is needed to ensure a flat space minimum,

g. , g_ and g are arbitrary dimensional couplings. In particular, g- = K(B •

where 8, is a dimenaionless parameter. To get an insight into the content

of the above Lagrangian we note that if, at the end, C acquires an expectation

value (as will be proved in Sec.V) of the form:

Xr ,

vhere

can be resolved into tvo parts

C3.13)

o , o

then the f i rs t term of the Lagrangian takes the form:

(3.17)

(3.18)

" C^'Jab — ^> O

One can easily verify that Or i transforms as

V * n(x) V

-11-

t3.no

(3.15)

This expression simplifies a great deal owing to some identi t ies and a long
but straightforward calculation to be outlined in the Appendix. The reslilting
form is

-L

(3.19)

-12-



We recognize this as the supergravity Lagrangian plus a cosmological term

and a "mass-like" term for the field i|) .

IV. THE UNITAKf GAUGE

In view of the enormous number of traces to be calculated in the

Lagrangian (3.16), i t would be unrewarding to write i t out fully in terms

of the component f ie lds . Thus we must set a plan which allows for

simplifications.

The transformations (3.6) and (3.8) can be written in component

form by using (2.16):

g/.ei ~

and

FA

S^ s -

(k.2)

These are the gauge transformations admitted by the fields and it is possible

to choose some conditions vhich fix the gauges.

Thus the Lie parameters ID can be used either as a gauge freedom

for B or to make L symmetric. Clearly
pa and can tie used to

gauge away V and \ altogether, respectively!9].The two fields V
3 C( Si

»nd \a are Goldstone fields corresponding to the spontaneous breakdown

of the orthosjonplectic symmetry to the Lorentz symmetry. This can be seen

from the vacuum expectation values of 6/ and SX calculated using (h.2)

and (3.IT):

-13-
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We shall call "unitaiy gauge" the gauge that makes U = 0 • X

\ a ct

In »n tlie following ve shall work, in the unitary gauge, which offers

great simplifications. In th is case the matrix C i s given by

(h.k)O , IT
i

while Tr(C2) calculated using the definition (2.IT) is

In matrix form the expression V C is given by

(It. 5)

( f *-wfrl'

Substituting (3.3), (h.k), (k.5) and t.h.6) into (3.16),we obtain the full
Lagrangian in component form:

-1U-



fL\TT- t ] }•

- TT

J .
-15- (4.7)

In the next section we shall minimize the potential of the scalar

fields and analyse the bi l inear form of (!+.7).

V. MINIMIZING THE POTENTIAL

One characteristic of our Lagrangian is that it is polynomial in the

field (p and involves only first derivatives of the fields q> and IT

(however, these get kinetic terms after substituting equations of motion).

Now if our physical space is Minhowskian in the flat limit, the

potential for the scalar fields is found by putting in the Lagrangian all

spinors, tensors and field derivatives to zero (of course apart from L ) .

It is simply given by

15.1)

The minimum of this potential occurs when

a

(5.2)

Assuming that (det L ) ^ 0 then,apart from the t r i v i a l solution
t /T[*S K Q ve get

<ir> = 0 ,

5" 61 - 2Sg2(p
6 + | g^ = 0 . (5.3)

Moreover, to avoid a cosmological term in the gravitational Lagrangian,we

shall require that the vacuum expectation value of the potential is zero

which simply implies that our flat space is Minkowskian.
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Taking account of (5.3) and (.S^), we get the unique solution:

<77> = o ,

ti = %tih •

Bow we must shjfft the fields to those with vanishing vacuum expectation
values:

oA

/T r 7T,

Writing the Lagrangian in terms of the shifted fields (5.6) and retaining

only the bilinear terms, we obtain

>* YxMx t -fcs

J
(5.7)

where we have used ( 5 . 3 ) .

- 1 7 -

To study the character of the scalar fields (f and ir and to see
whether they propagate or if they are merely algebraic fields we shall con-

sider the bosonic part of (5-7)• This is given by

JE. J
(5.8)

Solving the Euler-Lagrange equation for the field B ,we obtain
Uab

, - « - A f

(5-9)

Subs t i tu t ing t h i s expression back in to (5.8),we get

We can express the dimensional couplings g

dimensionless parameters, 6 , B^ and 0,:

(5.10)

g in terms of tha:ee

(5.H)

-18-



The familiar factor for the gravitational action is obtained by fixing

1
*!<<?> = " (5.12)

This implies

(5.13)

and we are left with only one arbitrary parameter^ (J F which we choose to be

real. The full rescaled bilinear Lagrangian {5-7} is given by" '

J ( ?A

Thus we have proved that the scalar fields

scalar fields,

par-ticlp. [9]

Clearly the gauge field iji

and TT are physical massive

describes a massive spin-|-

VI. COHCLUSIOK AHD GEHEHALIZATION

What we have proved i3 that the Lagrangian (3.l6) describes massive

supergravity in the presence of two massive scalar fields. Crucial to the

emergence of the particle spectrum is the concept of spontaneous symmetry

and the absence of OSP(l;lt) symmetry in the ground state- This implements

the existence of two Goldstone fields, a vector and a spinor. To promote

this theory to include the photon field,ve consider 0SP(2;l() [10],where the

generalization is immediate. We use the same Lagrangian (3.l6) (and here

-19-

liesthe beauty of the theory) but with new 6*6 0SPC2;1*) matrices C and

$ , that can be constructed from the decompositions (2.20b) and (2.20c).

They are given by

I
!

---ye- -
"*\

i\

(6.2)

where i = 1,2 is an 0(2] index.

The gauge matrix can be expressed as:

i

(6.3)

In component form the transformations (3.6) ana (3.8) are

-20-
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-£** f*

-A ti:

and

- -j-

V

/7T r: *A'"

A

where

12
-£'.21

Repeating the same steps as for OSP{l;M,ve expect to get two massive spin-j

particles 1(1 , one graviton L , one photon A , and four scalar fields

(«, i , a and m . The physical character of these fields is under study.

Finally, we point out that, contrary to vhat is claimed in Refs. 6

and 10 , i t is not possible to obtain ordinary massless supergravity by an

InSnu-Wigner contraction,because any rescaling procedure would s t i l l leave

a divergent term. Moreover, the Lagrangians used in these references are

not invariant under the corresponding orthosymplectic groups(even after using

equations of motion) because the variation of the matrix [y~), which is not

invariant under the group, was not taken into account.

-21-
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APPENDIX

To express (3.18) in terms of the component fields, we use the

following identities:

Us

(A.3)

These follow from the symmetries of t K and the various traces.

How it is easy to verify that

4

The other part of (3.18) reduces as

(A.

(A.5)

These c»n he further simplified hy substituting X = L + B . Firstly,

(A.6)

which is the usual Einstein term plus a c:osmological term. For the fermionic

part,by a judicious partial integration,we get

putting these together gives the final form (3-19).

-23-
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FOOTNOTES

l) The Lagrangian presented in Ref.6 is not invariant, as claimed,

under the orthosymplectic group. This is so because the

variations of the matrix y_ (which is not an invariant of the

group,as can 'be seen from ¥Q..(,k.2)) was not tajcen into account.

The confusion vas due mainly to the use of the group Killing

metric g,B (and calling it "an invariant"),which,although a

constant under general co-ordinate transformations, transforms

as a tensor under the group action.

2) It vill be evident in vhat follows that K y = L
 a L ^ plays the

role of the metric tensor.

3) The dimensions of the fields and coupling constants are fixed at

the end of Sec.V.

h) Our notational conventions are as follows. The Dirac matrices

^tlaty | {y^yj = TT^ = diag(+—) and c^ = § [y^yj . The

permutation symbol ê vpff ±g d e f l n e d ^

£ = 1 if (uvpa) iS an even permutation of (0123)

= -1 if (uvpo) is an odd permutation of (0123)

= 0 otherwise, £VVpa £ = ~2h
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